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NEPTUNE 1042 TE Ref # 612281

Touch-free electronic shower control. Operated by infrared sensor. With a mixer for

water temperature adjustment for hot and cold water. Includes non-return valves,

filters and Thermostop at 38°C. All components are located inside the product body

for added vandal protection. Powered by a 9V transformer. Adjustable setting by

remote control: sensor range, security time, delay in, delay out, on-off and reset to

factory settings.

Application:

Combines an elegant design with high quality vandal resistant features. Helps

washrooms to stay clean and saves water. Ideal for sport facilities and spas.

Use:

Touch free electronic shower control. The shower would be activated once the user

places their hands in close proximity to the sensor. Water flow will shut off when

user places their hands in close proximity to the sensor again or once the factory set

flow time of 120 seconds passes. Floe time is adjustable by remote control.
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SANITARY WARE SPECIFICATION SHEET

Item Descriptions

Chrome Plated

Source

Stern (Israel) "Neptune 1042 T" Touch-free electronic

thermostat infrared sensor shower mixer with water

temperature adjustment for hot and cold water in AC

Supply with 5m wire AC 110-240 Vac 50/60Hz to 9V

0.3A IP68 waterproof switching transformer
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SANITARY WARE SPECIFICATION SHEET

Note: In order to locate the relevant spare part, please check the corresponding parts and part mumber in the drawing. Minimum order

quantity will be required.


